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ABSTRACT 

Although desigtis of digital systems can be very differelit from each other, they typically use 
many of tlie satlie types of generic digital componcnts. Detertiiitiing the impacts of the failure 
~iiodcs of these gcticric components on a digital systelii call be used to support dcvelopmcnt o f a  
reliability model ofthc systcm. Anovel approach was proposed ibr such a purpose by 
decomposing the syste~ii into a level of tlie generic digital components and propagatitig failure 
tilodes to the systetii level, which generally is time-consomifig and dilticult to implenient. 'To 
ovcrcome the associated issues ofimple~iienting the proposed FMllA approaclr, an autotiiatcd tool 
for a digital feedwater control systctii (III'WCS) has bee11 developed in this study. 'The autoliiatcd 
FMIEA tool is in naturc a simulatio~i platronn dcvcloped by i~s i r~g  or recreatitig the original source 
code of tlie dilf'crent riiodulc software interfaced by inpot and output variables that represent 
physical signals exchanged betweell modules, the system, atid tbe controlled process. For any 
given igilurc mode, its impacts on associated signals are deterniined first and the variables that 
correspond to these signals arc ~iiodified accordingly by tlic simulation. Criteria are also 
developed, as part ofthe si~iiulatio~i platii)nn, to determitic whether the system has lost its 
auto~liatic control fitnctiotl, which is defitled as a system Sail~lre in this study. 'l'lic coticeptual 
development of' the autotnated FMEA support tool call be gc~icralized and applied to support 
IZMEAs for reliability assesslrietlt ol'cot~iplcx digital systems. 

Kqi iVor(1.~: L?FWCS, Autotrlatcd I'MI-:A'Sool, single, double, atid triple scqucnces, titlii~ig and 
order 

L INTRODUCTION 

With a shif ill tcclinology fro111 obsolcsce~il analog syste~iis to digital syste~ns with thcir 
fu~ictiolial advantages, digital instrumc~itation and co~itrol (I&C) syslelns arc expected to play an 
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iticreasingly important role i11 nuclcar 11ower plant (NPI') safcty. It is dcsirahlc is to idcntity rrnd 
develop mcthods and analytical tools to evaluate risks ofdigital systems. 

In nuclear powcr plants, digital systems arc inainly used to control deviccs or proccsses such 
as feedwater to stcam generators or pcrforiii safety of elated functions such as an autolnatic reactor 
trip system. Different functions arid uniqueness of illdividual processes require specific designs 
of digital systems. Although designs of digital systems can he very different iY0111 each othcr, 
they use ~ n a t ~ y  of the satlie types of generic digital compotients, e.g., microprocessors, analog- 
digital converters, aiid i~iultiplexers. 111 order to dcvelop reliability ii~odel of the system, it is 
iieccssary to detenninc the ilnpacts of the failure modes of these generic components 011 a digital 
system. 

Gencric issues with digital-system FMEAs exist and include: ( I )  thcrc is no well-cstablislied 
definition of the fiilure inodes and their effects for digital systems; arid (2) there is no specific 
guidance of how to ulidcrtake FMEAs for digital systems. Despite these existiiig issucs several 
reliability studies of digital systeiil have been counpleted [l-61. I11 general, they were ilot 
coilducted with sufficie~rt detail; i.e., the failure inodes of a co~iipone~it either were iiot explicitly 
tiefilled or oftcli were iiiiplied as "failures to perfor11 its dedicated function", so that tlie oiily 
identified cffcct of hilure on the systeiii is its failure. Current digital systems are highly 
complicated. All the relevailt iiiteractions between the compolieilts of digital syste~iis should be 
captured by a reliability model; these interactions are hard to capture without using appropriate 
FMEAs at proper levels. 

A iiovel approach for supporting a Failure Modes arid Effects Analysis (FMEA) i,r a digital 
system has bccn proposed and applied to a digital feedwater contl-ol system (DFWCS) of a two- 
loo11 PWR 171. By decomposi~lg a digital systeiil to the levels of modules a id  eventually generic 
digital components such as ailalog/digital coiivcrter and multiplexer, failure   no ties of individual 
coiiipolients call be postulated alid impact on the systeln of a specific component failurc tnode 
call be detenliined by propagating the failure liiode based on knowledge of how the systelil 
functions and malfunctions. The underlying difficulties in i~iiplcmeiiting the approach are also 
obvious because of coiiiplexity of the currelit digital systerns aiid interactions betwccii digital 
systeins and plants. 

Iii  particular, the major difficulties in iiiiplcmciiting the proposcd FMEA approach include: 
(I)  an in-depth understaildiilg is required of both generic digital systeilis and tlie inforination on 
the specific software and hardware design of the digital systeili; (2) detei-mining the iiiipacts of a 
specific failure mode on the lnodules or systeln is not straightforward2; (3) the system's 
responses to a fai1m.e also depend on fault-tolerance features that are difficult to capture because 
they ilivolvc the tiliii~ig of the failure, aild signals iiiay be coupled to each other; and (4) cffoits 
of deter~iiining tlie effects of combinations of latelit failures. A latelit failure does not by itself 
cause systelil failure, however, the impact of combinations of failurc iiiodes on the syste~ii iuust 
be evaluated. Considering the nuiiiber ofpotclitial coliibiiiations and complexity of interactioiis 
between ~iiodules, mi~nually i~nplemeiiting the proposed FMEA is extre~ilely difficult, if not 
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i~npossiblc. FMEAs of Failui-c sequcnccs inay hc more intractahlc because diffcrcnt ordcrs of 
Failures might entail different systciii responses. 

A Marlcov approach can he ~lscd for reliability modcling of the digital systems by dcfining 
the systeln statcs of the Markov model in tcr~iis of component failure iiiodes arid combinations of 
component failure modes, i s . ,  thc failure sequences whose iiiipacts on thc systclii can be 
deteriiiiticd by tlie automated FMEA tool. Siilcc sequelices that fail thc systein are already 
~niiliiiial cutsets, the ETIPT (Evciit Rce /Fa~~ l t  Tree) approach call also be used without 
deductively dcveloping fault treelevcnt trcc. Details of quantifying the Markov model or ETIFT 
approach are discussed in [8]. 

This paper presents an automatcd tool that has bee11 cdeveloped [q to impleinetit the 
proposed FMEA approach aiid support the FMEA of the DFWCS. The autoinated FMEA tool is 
in nature a siliiulation platfortii developed by using the original source code of the DFWCS CPLJ 
(Central Processing Unit) modulcs\aiid re-creation of the controller software interfaced by input 
and output variables that represent physical signals exchanged bctween iiiodules, the system, and 
the controlled process. For ally given failure mode, its impacts on associated sigials are 
detennincd first atid the variables that co~espond to these signals arc modified accordingly by 
the sitnulatioil platform. Criteria arc developed as part of the automated tool, based 011 the 
definitioii of the system's failure aiid status of both CI'Us and controllers, such that the system's 
status, i s . ,  its response, call be determined automatically. The criteria ensure tlie autoinatic 
rcsolution of whether or iiot the si~iiulated sequence would rcsult in a system failure. The 
conceptualized devclopiiient of thc automatcd tool call be generalized to address the complexity 
of digital systems and provide a practical solutioii to issues of pcrfonning digital systcm FMEAs. 

Thc paper is orgailized as follows: a brief description of the DFWCS system is provided ill 
Section 2. Scctiotl 3 focuses oli the development of the automatcd FMEA tool for the DFWCS 
system. Section 4 presents sotiie findings using the automatcd FMEA tool. I11 addition to 
concluding remarks, Section 5 also discusses issues related to the automated FMEA tool and 
identifies potential ilnprove~nent that can be achieved. 

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION OF'TIIE DliWCS SYSTEM 

The DFWCS consists of sensors, transmitters, two CPU liiodules (the Maill and Backup 
CPUs), four controller lnodules (the main feedwatcr valve (MFV), bypass feedwater valve 
(BFV), feedwatcr pump (FWP), aiid pressurc differential i~ldicatioil (PDI) controllers), atid 
associated support systems, is . ,  DC power supplies and 120v AC buses. It sends demand signals 
to the positioilers of the inaiii fecdwater-regulating valve (MFRV), the bypass feedwatcr 
regulating valve (BFRV), aiid to the Lovejoy turbine controller of the main feedwater pump 
(MFP). 

The digital parts of the system arc the CPU modules alid controller modules. Each ~iiodule 
coiisists of a CPU aiid its associated components, e.g., the ailaloddigital (AID) converter, 
liiultiplcxer (MUX), and digitallanalog (DIA) converter. Figurc 1, a siiiiplilied diagvam of the 
system, shows the inodulcs and coinponerits consictercd in the reliability rnodel of the DFWCS, 
and tlie main siglials bctween them. The solid boxcs represent modules arid components that are 
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~iiodelcd in detail, while tlie dotted boxes reprcscnt those that are either niodeled in a sinipler 
way or found not to al'fect the opcratioli of the systciii at fill1 power, and hencc, arc not iiiodelcd. 

The system has two modes of operation, autoniatic and manual. This study assunies that the 
system is initially operating in automatic mode. This study assumed that once the systc1ii is i l l  

manual mode, thc system fiailed because autolnatic control is lost. The systelii is considered to be 
initially operating in tlie high-power ~iiode because the plant is assunled to bc operating at full 
power. 

'The Maill and Backup CPlls read tlie sensor inputs, implement the control algorithms of the 
DFWcS, and seiicl demands to tlie MFIIV, MFP, and BFRV tllrougli tlie device controllers, i.e., 
the MFV, FWP, and BFV contro1lel.s. Systeiii redundalicy is provided by the Main and Backup 
(BIU) CPUs. Each CPU lias an independent external watchdog tinier (WDT) that periodically 
monitors whether the CI'U lias stopped hnctioning, i.e., stopped sending tlie heartbeat signals to 
the WD'T that, in turn, sends the status of its associated CPU to the controllers. Each controller 
uses the status inforiliation to deterlniiie which of the two deliland inputs (fiom Main or Backup 
CPU) to send to the component associated with this controllen in this study, the Maiii CPU is 
assulned to bc in conh.ol, wit11 tlie Backup CPU operating in tracking mode, i.e., talting the 
dellleiid outputs from the controllers and using them as its own outputs. The tracking mode 
provides for a sn~ootli trailsition of cotitrol from the Maiii CPU to the Backup CPU when the 
former is determined to have failed, c.g., when the WDT associated with the Main CPU detects 
that this CPU lias failed. 
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liigure 1: Modules of tlie IIFWCS Rlodel 



The MFV controller acts as an interface between the Main and BIU CPUs, and the MFRV's 
positioners. The operators inay also take manual control of thc MFRV using the MFV controllcc 
The CPUs provide valvc-position clemand signals to the MFV controller that, in turn, rclays a 
demand signal to the MFRV's positioners. Norinally, the Main CPU is in control and the MFV 
controller sc~lds the deinand fi.0111 this CPU to the two MFRV positioners, PDI controllel; the 
Maill alld Backup CPUs, and the Main and Backup CPUs of the othcr stcall generator. The 
MFV coiltroller receives the status of the CPUs fioili botli the CI'Us the~llselves and their 
associated watchdog tiniers. If the Main CPU Fails and the MFV controller detects it, the MFV 
controller then uses the demand fioi11 the BIU CI'U as its output. It also sends its 
manuallautomatic (MIA) status to the CI'Us, i.e., whether ihe controller is operating in automatic 
or illa~lual 111ode. 

The MFV col~troller catlilot detect its ow11 intenlal failures, so it catiilot prevent the effects of 
the failures. It has a built-in watchdog timer that may detect certain Failures, but will only 
generate a flashing display in the screen of the cotltrollcr to alert the operators in the illail1 
coiltrol room; it does not activate ally automatic actions to mitigate the failures. If the MFRV 
deillaild output falls to zero, it will be detected by the PDI colltroller which the11 fui~ctions as the 
coiltroller of the MFRV in ~llanual control mode. When any controller switches from autoillatic 
to ~llanual control, the system chatlgcs its Inode of operation fio111 autonlatic to manual. 
Therefore, the auto~llatic control fuilctiotl of the DFWCS is lost. 

Other two DFWCS illodules ~lainely the BFV controller and PDI colltroller arc not i~~cluded  
in this study, as indicated in Figure 1. This study of the DFWCS focuses oil the high-power illode 
operation of this systeill wherein the BFRV, co~ltrolled by the BFV iilodule, is 11or111ally closed. 
Due to the BFIIV's sillall capacity, even if the BFV co~ltrollcr fails in such ways that the BFRV is 
fully open, the DFWCS is expected to easily compensate for this additional feedwater flow. The 
PDI controller illoilitors the dellland output from the MFV controllel: If this deilla~ld fails to 
zero, the PDI auto~llatically takes over colltrol from the MFV controllel: and becomes a manual 
control station for the MFRV. According to the definitioil of system failure, the takeover of the 
PDI already denotes a system .failure due to a loss of automatic control. More detailed 
ex~lana t io l~  of excludiilg BFV and the PDI colltrollers from the scope of this study is provided in 
[SI. 

3 DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTOMATED TOOL FOR EVALUATING 
FAILURE EFFECTS 

The autolllated FMEA tool consists of the software implenlentation of the modules Main 
CPU, Backup CPU, M1:V controller, and FWP controller. Also  nodel led are the functions of the 
external watchdog ti~llers for the Main and Backup CPUs. The automated tool is written in the C 
language, the s a ~ u e  language used for the Cl'lJs, so that the CI'U sourcc code can be used 
directly. The controller software is in a proprietary language that must be coilvested to C 
language. The scope of the developtilent of the tool also covers the inodeliilg of the failures of 
sensors, DC- and AC- power supplies. Figure 2 is a flowcllart of the auton~ated tool. 

The FMEA tool is intended to be .fully automated and able to generate and simulate sequences of 
component failurc rnodes to deternline the SYS~CIII'S responses. Therefore, a few activities IIILIS~ 

be uildertaken in developing ai~cl applyiilg the autoinated tool: (1) i~ltegratiilg different lnodules 
to reproduce all signal pathways; (2) cletcrmining the input and output signals of DFWCS 
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modules; (3) estal>lishing a base case usiug opcratiot~al data; (4) colisidcri~ig timing issues; (5) 
defining failure modes using sofiwarc variables anti detern~ining .failures cffccts oil modules and 
the entire system based on system failure criteria; and (6) generating failure sequences. 

3.1 Illlegrating Modules illto the Auton~ated FMEA Tool 

Difkreilt modules of- tlie DFWCS systc~ii are integrated into single soflware oT thc 
automated tool. Although these iilodulcs are executed sequentially in the software platfi)rrnl the 
order and timing of data exchaiige are followed as strictly as possible to more realistically 
simulate the independent execution of software on different processors. Each cycle of the 
controller's software takes 50 ms, and its maxi~llum overrun time does ~ i o t  exceed 110 ins. The 
control softwarc of the Main and the Backup CPUs is assumed to be executed every 100 Ins. A 
component failure is assuil~ed peruiauent and oiily occurs during the systclxi's steady-state 
operation. 

A le r  starting the siinulatioll and the system initializes and reaches a stable opcretiiig point, 
tlie sirnulation of a failure sequence begins. The Main aiid the Backup CPUs not only obtain 
input data fio111 the plant and controllers, but they also exchange data; therefore, care should be 
taken to initialize the CPUs. In the integrated autoinated tool, the Main and tlie Backup CPUs run 
sequentially. To inimic the parallel execution of two physical lnodules and avoid the premature 
exchaiige of data, the Main CPU does not update its outputs uiltil the Backup CPU inodule has 
been executed. Some updated outl~uts of the Main and the Backup CPUs are inputs to the MFV 
and tlie FWP controllers, which run sequentially but updatitig outputs aftcr execution of both 
controller ~llodules is completed since they also run in parallel physically, as illustrated in Figure 
2. Tlie simulation will stop whet1 all outputs (digital and analog) of i~~odules  are stabilized after 
applying the filial failure mode. 

3.2 Input and Output Signals of the DFWCS Modules 

Another important facet of the autolnated tool is to detenninc how component failure illodes 
affect physical signals, and apply the failure modes by modifyiilg software variables representing 
physical signals. The interconnections between  nodules arc characterized by the input and 
output signals that are not shown here. A detailed tabular description of signals can be fouild in 
[81. 

There are both analog sigiials and digital signals. Analog siglials to the CPUs mainly iiiclude 
measureiiie~~t inputs from the plant's sensors and deinaild signal feedback 1.0111 tlie controllers. 
Tlie awalog inputs and outputs of the Main CPU are identical to those of tlie Backup CPU. The 
tool uses the saiue set of sensor input data that rcpsesctlt the pla~lt's operating co~iditio~ls because 
it does not iiiclude a inodel of the controlled process. The same inputs are used through the 
entire si~llulatio~l unless the fi~ilurc scqucilcc includes a failure of input; thcn, it is applied to a 
specific input. 

Usually, thc digital signals of the original softwarc are used to represent the status 
illforiliatioil ofmodules. The only difference between digital signals of the Maill and the Backup 
CPUs is the CI'U 1D that basically illforins the CI'U whether it is the Main or the Backup one. 
Thc automated tool includes all these signals and their associated pathways. Thus, running it 
eilsures that the system's rcsponsc to ally failure sequence can be obtaiued easily. 



3.3 Establishing a Base Casc Using Operational Data 

To percorm the failure effects analysis, a base case of the DFWCS must be developed that 
represents the system's noril~al operating parameters during full power operation. Althougll a 
plant model is unavailable, the base case should be created using the plant's operatioi~al data. A 
set of data .from the plant operation of the DFWCS in high-power mode were obtained. The tool 
must coilvert thein into input sigilals with appropriate ranges before the CPU software call 
recognize them. 

Tl~cre was no available ilifor~llation about how these conversions are accomplished. By 
reading the source code of the CI'Us, and how the software reads and interprets the input signals, 
how plant data are converted to input signals to the software was detenniiled. For example, in 
the CPU software, the input signals for flows apparciltly are give11 in tcrlns of electrical current 
(between 4 and 20 mA). The software converts flow s ig~~a l s  into a percentage - 

-\/I x, - 0.004 1 
using s ,  = -- , w h e r e ~ ,  is flow signal in Amperes, and s,, is given in the operatiilg 

0.001 1676 
data. Therefore, coilverti~lg the illput Ceedwater aud steam flows (in percentages) to quantities 

read by the software is x, = (0.001 1 6 7 6 . ~ , ~ ) ~  +0.004 

For other inputs such as FW pump bias, SG level setpoint, and SG level, the col-responding 
forinulae call be developed in the same way and used to convert to the units that the software of 
the CPUs expects to receive. 

3.4 Timing Issues Addressed in the Automated Tool 

This study expended coilsiderable effort addressing problems in tirriing, including 
considering execution cycles and built-in delays of the CPU software and coiltroller software, 
and the order in which failures arc introduced. More specifically, the following features also 
were incor1)orated in the tool: (1)  Built-in timers were put in the CPUs' original source code, 
such as a one-secoild delay or the CPU failovel; and ten-second delay for its CPU initialization; 
(2) the exter~lal watchdog timer of each CI'U was siillulated so it call cause the failover to a 
healthy CPU if it has not detected the toggling signal fiom its associated CPU for inore than 500 
111s; and, (3) the flexibility of the tool was extended to pel- nit the applicatioi~ of illultiple failures 
in different orders to evaluate their impacts. These coilsideratio~is provide a realistic 
representation of the DFWCS perfoilnance under failure conditions. 

3.5 Criteria for Auton~atically Determining System Failure 

As discussed it1 Section 2, failure of the DFWCS is dchxed as a loss of automatic oot~trol. 
System failure can be defilled in terms of the states of these modules. Based on the definition of 
system failure and an uilderstandiilg of DFWCS operation, a set of rules were created for the tool 
to automatically deterrniile whether a system failure occurs given a sequence of failures. 

The DFWCS is considered failed if any of the followi~lg conditions is eucouiltered: 

1 .  Both the Main aild the Backup CPUs are failed. When both CPUs fail, the system will 
fail due to loss oTautoiuatic control: 



4 FINDINGS USING 'TI-1E AUTOMATED FMEA TOOL 

The autoinated FMEA tool considel-s timing and order of failures. Thc importance of the  
latter was recogiiized using the tool. 

I11 simulatioiis, a single failurc, i.c., an individual failure iiiocle that fails the system, did not 
necessarily fail the systeiii whcn it was not the first failure in a double or triple sequence. For 
example, the Maiii CPU's FMEA indicates that the Main Cl'lJ's digital input containing the 
MFVAIM status (which is norinally closed) Pailiiig open is a single failure. The failure causes 
the Maill CPU to receive a signal that the MFV is in manual status and this CPlJ will be tracking, 
which represents a loss of autoinatic coiitrol, i.c., a systeiii failure. 011 the otllei- hand, if a failure 
that causes a failover of the Maiii CPU to the Backup CPU occurs first, then the single failure of 
the Main CPU's digital input of the MFV AIM status does not affect the system because the Main 
CPU no longer is the coiltrolling CI'U. Hence, considering the number of individual failure 
iiiodes that cause the Main CPU to change fioiil controlling to tracltiiig mode, there should be 
iiiaiiy doublc (or triple) sequences that contain one of thcsc single failures as the second (or the 
third) failure and that will not fail the system. 

Using the automated FMEA tool revealed that coiiibinations of iiiaiiy individual failure 
~iiodes produce different inlpacts on the systein if the order of failurc occurrence is changed. As 
an exau~ple, consider a double sequence coiisisti~ig of two failures, fail out-of-range high of one 
feedwater flow analog input to the Main CPU (indicated by Mil-AI-FwfllOORI-I), and all-bit 
stuck at I of the AID coiivelter of the Bacltup CPU (indicated by Bk-AD-All--00RH). Neither 
one of the two failures would cause the systeni to fail. If Bk-AD-All--00RH occurs after Mn- 
AI-FwflIOORI-I, the systein fails because an 00RI-I failure of the feedwater flow iiiput to the 
Main CPU will entail a failover to the Backup CPU and this, in turn, will be failed by its AID 
converter failure, so eventually failing the systein. Reversing the order of this doublc sequence, 
the Backup CPlJ will be failed first and the response of the Main CPU to the failure Mil-AI- 
Fwfl100RI-I is to use the otlier feedwater flow iiiput; it will not iittcinpt to fail over to the 
Bacltup CPU because the Main CPU knows its failure status. There are 5 10 double sequeiices of 
this type for the DFWCS model. 

5 CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSIONS, AND LIMITATIONS OF THE 
AUTOMATED FMEA TOOL 

There are obvious advantages in using the autoiiiated FMEA tool rather than coiiductiiig a 
manual FMEA analysis. An automated process of generating sequences of failures, applying 
then1 to the systein, and deteriiiining the system's status affords a systematic, reliable, and fast 
way of supporting FMEAs. The tool autoinatically addresses interactions between inodules t11at 
are difficult to thoroughly evaluate manually. The tool also can consider issues related to timing 
and ordering of failures. While the developed tool is a key elemciit to the overall systeniatic 
approach to the reliability model of the D12WCS, the concept of developing such a tool can be 
gcncralized ancl applied to FMEAs of gciicric digital systems. 

It also should be pointed out that the autoinated tool inherently is capable of parallel 
processiug because detcr:1.tniniiig effects and quaiiti.fication of the scquct~ces arc not rehted to 
each otlier, and can be processed independently. Thercforc, a linear scalability of siinulation and 
quantification cat1 be achieved by distributing the sequences oiito inultiple computers, and rcsults 



can be collected and combined. This offers a l~ractical solution for the coml~lexity and scalc of 
digital systems and perinits 11 development of~.eliahility iuodel in a very detailed nianner. 

I'crforming the FMEA and running the tool have rcvealcd two kinds of scenarios that 
rcprescnt potential weaknesses of the systcnl design, which suggests that the silnulation tool 
l~otentially could serve to verify and validate the software. Including a thermal-hydraulic modcl 
of the plant would ~nakc it a innre complete tool. Its development offers a capability to undertake 
test runs of the software and support detemiinistic evaluations of digital systems. 

The automatic tool has limitations. The first is that it is difficult to preserve all the system's 
tillling features. For example, the execution cycles of the software are variable. The software of 
controllers are started every 50 ms. However, this 50 ms cycle is not fixed and should be 
adjusted by the actual tilnc it takes to run the software which is unknown. This variable 
executioti cycle of the controller software is difficult to reproduce in the automated tool; it 
probably can be considered a trivial issue based on assu~ning that the controller does not need to 
adjust the cycle unless something very unusual occurs. 

The second liinitation concerns the usage of the developed automated tool to perform the 
system FMEA without including the dynanlics of the controlled proccss. Digital input/output 
sigllals of individual DFWCS tnodules are not co~lilected to the controlled process except for the 
reactor trip and turbine trip signals, and therefore, digital interactions are well preserved in the 
automated tool. For analog inputloutput signals, the failure nlodes of fail high or fail low can he 
captured due to the range and validity check of the analog signals in the software. For exaniple, 
if the demand output signal of MFV fails high or low, the MFI<VIV's responses eventually will 
cause overflow or underilow of feedwater and fail the system, no inatter how long it takes. The 
o~ily concern here is tlic failure mode of signal drifting. Usually, its failure impacts on the system 
can be detennined only by feeding the (11-iftcd sig~lal into the plant mociel and observing the 
plant's responses. However, this is very difficult even with a modcl of the plant included in the 
automated tool because tlie failure impacts are affected not only by how the signal drifts, but also 
by tlie systenl's operating point when the failure occurs. A subtle deviation may cause completely 
different responses. 

On the other hand, the reliability study is only concerned about the steady state or the .fit~al 
status. The systcm's transient responses, which can be obtained only by including the plant 
inodel in the sitnulatio~i, are not of eo~~eern.  Since this study coilsiders that the componetlts of 
the DFWCS are not repaired during power operation, a drifting signal will not be corrected, and 
so its long term impacts are treated simply, i.e., it is assunled that a drifted signal eventually 
will move out-of-range high (OORH) or out-of-range low (OORL). In some cases of signal 
drifting, this assu~nption is conservative. Nevertheless, this is not always the case. Assumption 
that the signal either ctrifis OORI-1 or 0OR1, is a li~nitatioil of this development that can he 
addressed further in future by includi~ig plant dynamics. 

Other potentially achievable improverncnts of the tool developnieut are also identified for 
modeling some components or ~nodules. The components or modules, which are modeled in a 
less detailed lnanner or not modeled in this stutly, include the external watchdog tiiners of the 
Main and Backup CPUs, the BFV controller module, and the PDl controller module. These 
issues are candidates for future research. 
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